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for every similar case.   One must not forget that, just as
the good sense of the introverted woman depends upon a
scrupulous accommodation of her mental contents to the
general thought, the affectivity of the extravcrtecl woman
possesses a certain mobility and lack of depth, on account
of her adaptation to the general life of human society.
In this case, it is a question of a socially differentiated
affectivity of incontestable general validity, which compares
more than favourably with the heavy, sticky, passionate
affect of the introvert.   The differentiated affectivity has
cut away the chaotic affect, and has become a disposable
function of adaptation, though at the expense of the
inner mental life, which is remarkable by its  absence.
It none the less exists in the unconscious, and moreover
in a form which  corresponds with the  passion of the
introvert, i.e. in an undeveloped state*   The character of
this  state is infantile and   archaic,    The undeveloped
mind, working from the unconscious, provides the affective
struggle with contents and hidden motives, which can not
fail to make a bad impression upon the critical observer,
although unperceived by the uncritical eye.     The dis-
agreeable   impression   that the  constant   perception   of
thinly veiled   egoistic motives has   upon   the beholder
makes one only too prone to forget the actual reality
and adapted usefulness of the efforts thus displayed.    All
that is easy, unforced, moderate, unconcerned and super-
ficial in life would disappear, if there were no differentiated
affects.    One would   either  be stifled in  continuously
manifested pathos, or be engulfed in the yawning void
of repressed   passion.     If the  social   function   of  the
introvert   mainly   perceives   individuals,   the   extravert
certainly promotes the life of the community, which also
has a claim to existence.   That is why he needs extra-
version because first and foremost it is the bridge to one's
neighbour.

